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although the combined season set weighs in at a whopping nine discs, it still manages to look vibrant
and full of color. the first blu-ray, which houses the entire first season, is a lush, almost neon green
which helps bring all the episode titles and credits to life. each episode disc is housed in a brand-new
keepcase, which is a nice touch. in the end, the nine disc set feels a bit like overkill, especially for
those looking to just own a collection of the entire season of the show. those that own both versions
of the sets, however, will be pleased with the box. it comes in a sturdy keepcase with artwork that
matches the other packaging. inside, a small booklet with episode synopses and a list of special
features. through this collection, warner bros. home entertainment has managed to deliver fans a
spectacular 4-disc set which beautifully celebrates the sixth season ofarrowand the
entirearrowverse. this is of course achieved by the inclusion of all four hours of this years crossover,
a special feature dedicated to offering a behind the scenes look at the crisis on earth-x event and a
montage of dc tvs 2017 san diego comic-con panels. the blu-ray disc arrives in a two-disc set with an
hour-long arrow: hitting the bullseye, a special comic-con 2019 episode. the set also includes the full
two-hour arrow: hitting the bullseye panel discussion hosted by showrunner marc guggenheim and
cast members, the arrow: hitting the bullseye special featurette, which includes cast and crew
interviews, deleted scenes, and a gag reel, plus a digital copy of the episodes. a dvd set is also
available, which includes the two-hour arrow: hitting the bullseye and crisis on infinite earths
episodes.
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the cw's digital series arrow is an action-adventure series that stars stephen amell as the last son of
a dying billionaire who returns home to discover he has a twin brother. oliver queen, who was raised
by a group of survivors on an island where he trained as the green arrow, comes to starling city as a
changed man determined to protect the innocent by day and by night, he is the green arrow. oliver

has always been expected to follow in his family's footsteps, but his desire to do good and to avenge
his family's murder, even if it means he has to work with the man who murdered his mother, makes
him a hero who is now faced with a destiny he never saw coming. the series is based on characters
from dc comics, produced by berlanti productions in association with warner bros. television. also,
the arrival of new characters, including roy harper, a former pupil of oliver's who is now a vigilante

with a bow and arrow of his own, and felicity smoak, a tech-savvy and creative associate who is
often the person who helps oliver direct his vigilante antics, do offer a welcome change of pace. but
one of the show's hallmarks remains its ability to work a bit of humor into even the most deadly and

violent of situations. in fact, one of the most satisfying moments in the season is when oliver
discovers that roy harper, a former student he once mentored, is also arrow. the two of them easily
become fast friends and debate the merits of teaming up and facing down the hood together. but

lest we forget, oliver is still green arrow, and he is still on a mission. and this season, with helena on
the loose, the hood and his minions still at large and oliver and roy on the verge of teaming up, the

whole world is watching, waiting and ready for the next chapter in the story. and after eight seasons,
the story is finished and the legacy of the green arrow is finally over. 5ec8ef588b
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